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ABSTRACT 

 

 

In 2003, science is the midst of a molecular genetics revolution. Genomes of diverse 

biological systems ranging from C. elegans to human are cloned, partly with the expectation of 

functional and organizational insight into the nervous system. Likewise, identifying genes that 

are regulated in the song control system of the zebra finch may increase our understanding of the 

mechanisms and constraints underlying the dynamic changes required by plastic phenotypes 

such as vocal learning.  Zebra finch vocal learning is developmentally regulated and involves 

multiple cognitive processes. A candidate gene that could underlie this experience-dependent 

behavioral plasticity is ZENK.  For example, two distinct patterns of ZENK expression emerge 

in the telencephalon of the zebra finch songbird during the perception and production of song. 

That is, hearing song can induce a rapid increase in ZENK expression (mRNA and protein) 

within auditory telencephalon.  In contrast, singing in deafened and normal hearing birds induces 

ZENK mRNA throughout the song-control circuit.  Although collectively these correlational data 

suggest a role for ZENK in learning and memory, no investigations have directly addressed this 

issue.  Here a series of behavioral, anatomical, and pharmacological manipulations are used to 

question the hypothesis that ZENK expression (auditory and vocal-motor-induced) in the 

songbird brain is significant for learning and memory.  The studies herein of the relationships 

and interactions between environment, behavior, and gene expression are considered part of a 

growing body of evidence that transcription factor expression in the central nervous system 

(CNS) can play an important role in learning and memory, and furthermore serve to better our 

understanding of the complex interplay between nature and nurture in the determination of 

behavior. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Song behavior in the zebra finch  

Humans and songbirds are among the most notable vertebrates whose socio-cultural 

repertoire includes learning to produce sounds for communication. Much like humans, zebra 

finch songbirds learn the sounds used by their species during sensitive periods of early 

development (see Figure 1, pg 2).  These young songbirds learn to imitate the song of an adult 

tutor in at least two behaviorally defined stages of development (Konishi, 1965).  In an initial 

stage of auditory learning (sensory acquisition) that lasts until about 35 days post-hatch, birds 

identify and memorize the song of an adult conspecific. The memorized song serves as a 

template to guide subsequent motor practice during a second sensory-motor learning stage of 

vocal development.  Initial vocalizations, termed subsong, occur between 28-50 days and are 

poorly structured and highly variable.  However, with the auditory feedback of vocal practice 

birds gradually develop the ability to produce an adult song that matches the song template 

acquired during auditory learning (Immelmann, 1969; Price, 1979; Johnson et al., 2002).  Also 

note that audition is necessary for both song memorization and sensory-motor learning during a 

time of overlap between the two periods of vocal development.  

Behaviorally-defined, zebra finch song is characterized as either directed, when song is 

oriented toward a nearby female for courtship, or undirected, when singing does not appear to be 

intended for any particular bird (Sossinka and Bohner 1980). 

 

Neural circuits for auditory perception and song behavior 

The avian song-control system consists of two interconnected neural circuits, one rostral, 

the other caudal, to facilitate song development and song behavior, respectively (see right 

hemisphere of Figure 2, pg 5). Disruption of activity within song nuclei of the rostral 

telencephalon (Area X and lMAN) impairs song learning in young birds, but does not affect 

previously learned song in adults (Bottjer et. al. 1984; Scharff and Nottebohm 1991). Nuclei in 
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the caudal telencephalic pathway, HVC and RA, are necessary to sing (Nottebohm et al. 1976; 

Simpson and Vicario 1990).   

The primary auditory brain region in birds is the Field L complex. Field L neurons 

receive input from nucleus ovoidalis of the auditory thalamus (see left hemisphere of Figure 2, 

pg 5) and show tonotopic, frequency-specific neuronal responsiveness in all three subdivisions, 

L1, L2, L3 (Bonke et al., 1979).  Another region of the auditory telencephalon, NCM receives 

input from L2 of the Field L complex and unlike Field L, shows preferential responses to song 

(Chew et al. 1995). 

 

 
 
Figure 1. A time line of zebra finch vocal development.  Auditory learning begins around the 
time birds fledge from their nest (~20 days) and continues to at least 35 days (Bohner, 1990). 
Sensory-motor learning can begin as early as 28 days of age and continues until 80-90 days of age 
(Immelmann, 1969).  

 

 

The IEG transcription factor ZENK 

Neuronal activity can induce a rapid but brief (~6h) response termed immediate early 

gene (IEG) expression (Herdegen and Leah, 1998). Detection of inducible IEG mRNA and 

protein expression in the CNS to localize neuronal activation is a widely used molecular 

approach to functional neuroanatomy. However, since a large subclass of IEGs encode 

transcription factors (e.g. Jun, Fos, Egr-1) that mediate rapid de novo expression of gene 

products necessary for transmitter receptors, ion channels and growth factors (Herdegen and 

Leah, 1998), IEG transcription factor expression in the CNS is likely to have some important 
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functional significance. For example, induction of IEG-encoded transcription factors may act as 

an activity-dependent mechanism that couples short-term cellular activity to an intracellular 

signaling cascade resulting in long-term modifications of neuronal functions (Tischmeyer and 

Grimm, 1999).  In this manner, the relevance of IEG transcription factor expression in the CNS 

may be its association with cellular processes that are considered crucial for learning and 

memory.  ZENK  (also known as zif268, egr-1, ngfi-a, krox-24, and tis8) is a zinc-finger DNA-

binding transcription factor that can function as an activator or repressor of target gene 

transcription (Milbrandt, 1987; Lim et al., 1987; Sukhatme et al., 1988; Lemaire et al., 1988; 

Christy et al., 1988; Mello et al., 1992; Beckmann and Wilce, 1997).  In songbirds, hearing song 

and producing song both induce ZENK expression throughout auditory and song-control regions 

of telencephalon, respectively.  

 

Inducible ZENK expression in songbirds 

ZENK mRNA expression is induced in the song-control circuit (i.e. HVC, RA, Area X, 

lMAN) by singing in juvenile and adult male birds (Jarvis and Nottebohm 1997; Jin and Clayton, 

1997). Even so, this singing-induced ZENK mRNA expression is dependent upon social context 

(Jarvis et al., 1998).  That is, only singing in the presence of other males or singing alone (a.k.a. 

undirected song) up-regulates ZENK mRNA.  However, singing which is “directed” toward a 

nearby female as part of courtship behavior does not induce ZENK mRNA uniformly throughout 

the song-control circuit. This social influence on ZENK transcription likely involves a 

modulation of neural activity (Hessler and Doupe, 1999).  

In contrast to the pattern of ZENK mRNA induction following singing, auditory 

perception is associated with activation of ZENK (mRNA and protein) in Field L and NCM of 

the auditory telencephalon (Mello and Clayton, 1994; Mello and Ribiero, 1998).  Field L neurons 

afferent NCM (via L2) and show frequency-specific ZENK responsiveness in subdivisions L1 

and L3. Playback of pure tones does not induce ZENK in NCM. Instead, maximal ZENK 

induction in NCM is observed in response to novel conspecific song, with muted responses to 

heterospecific song (Mello et al., 1992).  Moreover,  repeated playback of the same song causes 

habituation of ZENK induction (Chew et al., 1995; Mello et al., 1995; Stripling et al., 1997) and 

the spatial distribution of ZENK expression in NCM after playback of novel conspecific song 

appears to be topographically organized according to frequency (Ribiero et al., 1998).  These 
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data implicate the ZENK response within NCM in functions specifically related to perceptual 

and mnemonic aspects of songbird auditory experience (Clayton, 1997).  

By now, it should be apparent that converging lines of evidence implicate auditory and 

motor-driven ZENK expression in an experience-dependent mechanism for vocal learning.  

Although the specific functional consequence of ZENK induction is unknown, previous 

investigators have hypothesized that ZENK may play a role in (1) short-term maintenance of 

cellular homeostasis, (2) the formation of auditory memory, and (3) facilitating vocal learning by 

strengthening the motor memory (Mello, Vicario and Clayton 1992; Clayton 1997; Jarvis and 

Nottebohm 1997; Jarvis et al. 1998).  A clearer understanding of ZENK’s behavioral relevance, 

if any, may come by investigating further the regulation of ZENK expression in the zebra finch 

songbird. 

 In Experiment 1, I used in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry to characterize 

the expression of ZENK during song learning in juveniles and found a previously unrecognized 

relationship between behavioral development and post-transcriptional regulation of ZENK.   

Experiment 2 suggests that the regulation of the developmental pattern of ZENK expression 

involves auditory input and a specific neural pathway involved in song learning.  Finally, by 

manipulating activity of the CB1 cannabinoid receptor, Experiment 3 evaluates the hypothesis 

that song-stimulus induced ZENK expression is involved in auditory perception and memory.  

Manipulation of cannabinoid-related processes appeared to be a useful tool to test this hypothesis 

since cannabinoid activity in other biological systems is involved in processes related to 

cognition and memory.  
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Figure 2. A schematic view of zebra finch CNS. The left hemisphere shows relative locations of 
forebrain auditory structures and their sources of synaptic input. The Field L complex is a primary 
telencephalic auditory region in birds and is divided into three laminae (Ll, L2, L3; Bonke et al., 
1979). Ascending input from the auditory thalamus (OV) terminates mainly within Field L2b, which 
in turn is reciprocally connected to L1 and L3 (Vates et al., 1996).  NCM receives input from Field 
L2a and shows selective responses to complex auditory stimuli (conspecific song). The right 
hemisphere shows relative positions of major song nuclei and their axonal connections.  Two nuclei 
in the caudal telencephalon (HVC and RA) are important during song learning and adult vocal 
behavior, whereas song regions in the anterior forebrain (lMAN, DLM, Area X) play an important 
role in song learning but are not necessary for adult vocal behavior (Nottebohm, et al., 1976; Bottjer 
et al., 1984; Simpson and Vicario, 1990; Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991).  
Abbreviations: NCM, caudomedial neostriatum; OV, nucleus ovoidalis;Area X, Area X of striatum; 
DLM, medial portion of the dorsolateral nucleus of the thalamus; DM/ICo, dorsomedial nucleus of 
the intercollicular complex; HVC, higher vocal center; lMAN, lateral magnocellular nucleus of the 
anterior neostriatum; RA, robust nucleus of the archistriatum; nXIIts, hypoglossal nucleus, 
tracheosyringeal portion. 
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EXPERIMENT 1 

  

POST-TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF ZENK EXPRESSION ASSOCIATED WITH 

ZEBRA FINCH VOCAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

To determine whether motor-driven ZENK expression differed as a function of vocal 

learning, Jin and Clayton (1997) measured singing-induced ZENK mRNA in juvenile and adult 

male zebra finches.  Whereas a robust, uniform induction of ZENK was observed in RA of 

juvenile birds that were learning to sing, there was little ZENK mRNA induction in RA 

following the production of song already learnt by adults.  These data raised the possibility that 

increased ZENK mRNA expression in RA might contribute to neuronal plasticity necessary for 

song learning in juveniles.   

However, Jarvis et al. (1998) subsequently reported that ZENK mRNA expression in RA 

shows a much stronger relationship to social context rather than song learning stage.  That is, 

adult birds singing female-directed song showed little ZENK mRNA expression in RA, while 

undirected adult song (singing produced in a solo context or in the presence of other males) 

significantly increased ZENK mRNA expression in RA.  Since Jin and Clayton (1997) used 

females to elicit singing by adult males, the lack of ZENK mRNA in RA of their adult males was 

likely due to directed singing, rather than a developmental change in singing-induced ZENK 

mRNA.  

Although these data suggest that ZENK mRNA is not associated with neural plasticity 

and song development, they do not take into account the possibility that song learning could 

involve post-transcriptional regulation of ZENK mRNA. Because learning and memory at the 

molecular level must involve changes in the functional expression of genes, knowledge of only 

mRNA levels is less than half the story.  To complete the picture, I measured ZENK mRNA and 

ZENK protein in two song regions of the caudal telencephalon (HVC and RA, see Figure 2, pg 

5) during three distinct stages of vocal development (subsong, plastic song, adult song, see 

Figure 3, pg 8).  The findings presented here suggest that ZENK may be subject to post-
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transcriptional regulation during early vocal learning and that expression of ZENK protein is 

associated with the onset and maintenance of vocal stereotypy. 

Experimental Procedures 

All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the Florida State 

University Animal Care and Use Committee Guidelines.  Male zebra finches were obtained from 

the FSU breeding aviary and housed with food and water freely available on a 14:10 hour 

light/dark cycle.  Four groups of juvenile and adult birds (subsong, lMAN lesion, plastic song, 

adult song) were used in three different experiments.  At the time of perfusion, the mean age for 

subsong, lMAN lesion, and plastic song birds was 45, 44 and 63 days of age, respectively.  All 

adult birds were >120 days old. 

Song behavior. Sensory-motor learning begins with subsong, characterized by the 

production of highly variable individual song notes and note sequences (see Figure 3A, pg 8).  

With practice and auditory feedback, birds develop plastic song, where individual song notes and 

note sequences become less variable and more stereotyped (see Figure 3D, pg 8).  Finally, as 

zebra finches reach adulthood, individual notes and note sequences become stereotyped (see 

Figure 3G, pg 8).  Once learned, the adult vocal pattern does not change.   

Subsong and plastic song birds were removed from the breeding aviary at 35-40 days of 

age and housed singly in a sound recording chamber, visually (but not acoustically) isolated from 

other birds.  All song produced under these conditions was undirected.  Adult birds were 

removed from the colony at >120 days of age and housed under identical conditions.  For all 

birds, digital audio recordings and spectrograms of song bouts (defined as 2-5 sec burst of song 

elements produced in rapid succession) were made using a PC equipped with Avisoft Recorder 

and Avisoft SASlab software (www.avisoft.de).     

Stereotypy scores were used to quantify the stage of vocal behavior (subsong, plastic 

song, adult song, see Figure 3, pg 8) of each bird.  Song bouts from each bird (n=10 per bird) 

were analyzed using the following equations from Scharff and Nottebohm (1991) to generate a 

stereotypy score:  

Sstereotypy = (Slinearity + Sconsistency) / 2 

Slinearity = # different song notes / # transition types 

Sconsistency = Σ typical transitions / Σ total transitions 
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Slinearity measures note order whereas Sconsistency measures how often the sequence pattern is 

followed.  Males singing subsong were assigned stereotypy scores of 0.0 since their vocal 

patterns had no repeated note types or note transitions.  Mean stereotypy scores for males singing 

plastic song and adult song were 0.56 and 0.86, respectively.   

 

Figure 3.  Spectrogram analysis shows the development of song stereotypy in the zebra 
finch. Audiospectrograms (A,B,C) show example song bouts from a male zebra finch advancing 
from subsong to plastic song to adult song.  (A) Bouts of subsong show little structure in terms of 
note types and note sequence.  (B) During bouts of plastic song, specific note types and a 
conserved note sequence begin to emerge.  However, note production is unstable and song notes 
are sometimes produced out of sequence.  (C) Fully stereotyped adult song begins with a series of 
introductory notes followed by a conserved note sequence that is repeated several times (in this 
bout the note sequence is repeated four times).  Birdsong stereotypy scores range from 0 (no 
stereotypy) to 1 (highly stereotyped).  Scale bar in (A) is 100 msec. 

 

The behavioral parameters I used for measuring singing-induced ZENK mRNA and 

protein expression were guided by previous reports.  While Jin and Clayton (1997) measured 

ZENK expression as a function of total time spent singing, Jarvis et al. (1998) compared total 

time spent singing with total number of song bouts produced and found that ZENK expression in 

song nuclei correlated most strongly with the number of song bouts produced.  Jarvis and 

Nottebohm (1997) and Mello and Ribiero (1998) have demonstrated robust expression of ZENK 

mRNA and protein within 15 and 30 min., respectively.  Once induced, ZENK mRNA persists 

for 30-60 min (Jarvis and Nottebohm, 1997), whereas ZENK protein persists for 2-4 hr. (Mello 
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and Ribiero, 1998).  Thus, based on the combined data of Jarvis and Nottebohm (1997), Jin and 

Clayton (1997), Jarvis et al. (1998), and Mello and Ribiero (1998), I sacrificed birds from each 

stage of vocal behavior (subsong, plastic song, and adult song) 30-60 min. after the onset of 

morning singing behavior.  Birds were sacrificed only if they produced a minimum number of 

song bouts (30).  The 30-60 min. recording period was necessary because birds vary in their rate 

of vocal production.  Note that the mean time of sacrifice relative to the onset of singing was 

comparable for each stage of song development (subsong = 42 min., sd = 9 min.; plastic song = 

41 min., sd = 15 min.; adult song = 47 min., sd = 12 min.) and that sacrifice after 30 min. of 

singing was sufficient to induce robust ZENK immunoreactivity in RA (see Figure 4B, pg 10) 

and HVC (see Figure 5C, pg11).   

Experiment 1A: Immunocytochemical measurement of singing-driven ZENK following 

subsong, plastic song, and adult song.  Final recording sessions began at the onset of the light 

phase, a time when birds sing spontaneously.  Subjects for this experiment were birds producing 

undirected subsong (n=2), plastic song (n=3), and adult song (n=3).  For each bird, song bouts 

were recorded during a 30-60 min. period that began with the onset of morning singing.  Birds 

producing 30 or more song bouts were immediately euthanized with 0.08cc of equithesin and 

transcardially perfused with 20ml of PBS followed by 60ml of ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde in 

0.02M phosphate buffered saline (PBS).  No more than 10 min. elapsed between a bird’s final 

song bout and perfusion of the brain with fixative.   The caudal telencephalon of each bird was 

then sectioned coronally on a vibrating microtome (section thickness = 20 µm), angled so that 

single tissue sections from each bird contained both HVC and RA.  In this way, antibody 

labeling in one brain region served as a positive control for an absence of labeling in the other.   

ZENK protein was detected with a rabbit polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotech) raised 

against the 19 amino acid carboxy terminus of mouse egr-1.  This antibody provides specific 

labeling of zebra finch ZENK as determined by western blot (Mello and Ribeiro, 1998).  I further 

evaluated the specificity of this antibody in tissue sections from the caudal telencephalon of adult 

birds singing female-directed (n=2) vs. undirected (n-2) song.  Consistent with a previous report 

that birds singing female-directed song show reduced levels of ZENK transcript in RA (Jarvis et 

al., 1998), birds singing female-directed song showed reduced levels of ZENK immunoreactivity 

in RA relative to birds singing undirected song (compare Figure. 4C,F, pg 10).   
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Figure 4.  Example photomicrographs of RA show that song-driven ZENK immunoreactivity  
is regulated as a function of behavioral development. Digital photomicrographs show ZENK 
immunoreactivity in RA for birds singing a similar number of undirected song bouts at different 
stages of vocal development (compare to HVC labeling in Figure 4).  Because birds vary in the rate 
at which song bouts are produced, birds were perfused 30-60 minutes following the onset of 
singing (see Methods).  ZENK immunoreactivity in RA was low following subsong (A, this bird sang 
65 bouts in 60 minutes), but increased following plastic song (B, this bird sang 61 bouts in 30 
minutes) or adult song (C, this bird sang 76 bouts in 45 minutes).  Subsong-age birds with bilateral 
lMAN lesions sing a stereotyped song prematurely and show robust ZENK immunoreactivity in RA 
(D, this bird sang 44 bouts in 50 minutes, compare to staining in A).  Non-singing birds show no 
ZENK immunoreactivity in RA (E).  A reduced and heterogeneous pattern of ZENK 
immunoreactivity in RA was observed following female-directed song (F, this bird sang 84 bouts in 
50 minutes, compare to undirected adult song in C).  Coronal plane of section, medial is left.  All 
photomicrographs (including those in Figs. 4,6) were taken with a Sony DKC-5000 and imported to 

Adobe Photoshop 4.0.  Scale bar = 150µm. 
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Figure 5.  Example photomicrographs of HVC show that song-driven ZENK 
immunoreactivity is not influenced by stage of vocal development.  Digital 
photomicrographs (from the same birds shown in Fig. 3A,B,C,D) show the induction of ZENK 
protein in HVC.  Immunoreactive staining in HVC was comparable following subsong (A), 
prematurely stereotyped song induced by bilateral lMAN lesions (B), plastic song (C), and 

adult song (D).  Coronal plane of section, medial is left.  Scale bar = 150µm. 

 

All immunocytochemical reagents were from Vector Laboratories (Burlingame, CA).  

Initially, tissue was quenched for endogenous peroxidase with 1% H2O2.  Sections were rinsed in 

PBS and nonspecific labeling was blocked with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) for 60 min.  Next, 

sections were rinsed in PBS and incubated overnight in an anti-egr-1 solution (1:1000 dilution) 

containing 1% NGS, 0.01% NaN3, and 0.3% Tri-X in PBS.  The next day, tissue was rinsed with 

PBS and incubated in a biotinylated anti-rabbit solution for 60 min.  This was followed by a rinse 

with PBS and then one-hour incubation in an avidin-biotin peroxidase complex solution.  

Antibody labeling was visualized with a 3,3’diaminobenzidine solution. Sections were then 

rinsed in PBS, mounted on gelatin-coated slides, and coverslipped with Permount (Fisher).  A 

series of control sections (primary antibody omitted) showed no specific immunoreactivity. 

Similarly, non-singing controls (n=2) showed no ZENK immunoreactive labeling in HVC or RA 

(see Figure 4E, pg 10).    
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Experiment 1B: Immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridization for singing-driven ZENK 

following subsong, plastic song, and adult song.  Experiment 1A revealed reduced ZENK 

immunoreactive labeling in RA of birds producing subsong (relative to birds producing plastic 

and adult song).  This was surprising, given reports that ZENK mRNA is expressed at high levels 

in RA of birds producing subsong (Jin & Clayton, 1997; Jarvis et al., 1998).  Therefore, in 

Experiment 1B I combined in situ hybridization with immunocytochemistry to directly compare 

levels of ZENK mRNA and ZENK protein in birds producing undirected subsong (n=6), plastic 

song (n=4) and adult song (n=4).  Following perfusion and post-fixation, brains were cryo-

protected overnight by immersion in 20% sucrose (in PBS) and the caudal telencephalon was 

then frozen-sectioned in the coronal plane on a cryostat (section thickness=20µm) with the 

cutting angle set so that single tissue sections from each bird contained both HVC and RA.  

Three series of alternate tissue sections were collected.  One series of sections was mounted onto 

gelatin-coated slides, stained with thionin, and used to estimate neuron density in HVC and RA.  

The second series was collected and processed for ZENK immunocytochemistry as described 

above for Experiment 1A.  The third series was collected into 20 ml scintillation vials containing 

ice-cold 2x SSC for fixed-tissue in situ hybridization (Guthrie et al., 1995).   

ZENK mRNA was detected autoradiographically using a [
32

P]-labeled cDNA probe.  The 

template used for Klenow-catalyzed, random hexamer-primed probe synthesis was cDNA 

encoding a fragment of zebra finch ZENK.  This fragment was PCR amplified from zebra finch 

brain cDNA and subcloned into a Stratagene Bluescript SK+ cloning vector using a standard 

protocol.  PCR primers were designed based on the published partial coding sequence for zebra 

finch ZENK (Genbank accession# AF026084).  The sense primer was 5'-

ATGCTGCAGTGTGACCGGAGGTTTTC-3' and the antisense primer was 5'-

ATGCTCGAGGCCACATGTGAGTGTCTCATCA-3' (both primers incorporate 3-base spacers 

and restriction sites at their 5' ends).   

The specificity of this [
32

P]-labeled zebra finch ZENK cDNA probe was evaluated and 

confirmed in the following ways:  (1) Northern blotting (which produced the expected single 

band at ~3.5 kb, see Mello and Clayton, 1994).  (2) Elimination of specific labeling following the 

addition of RNAse A to a series of control sections (200 µg/ml of hybridization buffer).  (3) 

Absence of ZENK mRNA labeling in HVC and RA in non-singing controls (n=2), although 

basal ZENK mRNA labeling persisted in surrounding brain regions (see Jin and Clayton, 1997).  
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(4) ZENK mRNA labeling in adult birds was found in expected song regions (HVC, RA, Area 

X) following undirected song (n=2) and reduced in RA and Area X (but not HVC) following 

female-directed song (n=2, see Jarvis et al., 1998).  Based on these four criteria, this [
32

P]-labeled 

zebra finch ZENK cDNA probe labels ZENK mRNA in zebra finch CNS with specificity 

comparable to the [
35

S]-labeled canary ZENK riboprobe used in previous studies of zebra finch 

vocal development (Jin and Clayton, 1997; Jarvis et al., 1998).   

Tissue sections were prehybridized at 48°C for 60 min. in a solution containing 50% 

formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 2X SSC, 1X Denhardts solution, 50 mM DTT, and 0.05 mg/ml 

denatured herring sperm DNA.  Denatured [
32

P]-labeled zebra finch ZENK cDNA probe was 

added to the prehybridization solution and allowed to hybridize overnight at 48°C.  The 

following day, sections were washed for 15-min. intervals at 48°C in decreasing concentrations 

of SSC (2, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125X) and then mounted onto gelatin-coated slides.  Slides were 

processed for emulsion autoradiography (Kodak NTB2) and developed after exposure times of 7-

10 days (Kodak D19).  Slides were then counterstained with thionin and coverslipped with 

Permount. 

All quantification for individual birds was done without knowledge of experimental 

group.  Neuron density in HVC and RA was estimated using established cell quantification 

techniques for these brain regions (Johnson and Bottjer, 1994; Tramontin et al., 1998).  Briefly, 

using a transmitted-light microscope fitted with a 100X objective, an ocular grid was used to 

define a high-power field (volume = 0.0002 mm
3
) randomly placed within the central portion of 

HVC and RA.  Neuronal nucleoli were the unit of count since they are small relative to section 

thickness and morphologically distinct from glial nucleoli (however, neurons with two nucleoli 

were only counted once).  In each bird, two high-power fields were counted per HVC or RA in 

five different tissue sections (a total of 10 grids per HVC or RA).  The total number of neurons 

counted (in HVC or RA) was then divided by the volume of the 10 grids to estimate neuron 

density.   

ZENK mRNA labeling in autoradiograms was quantified using a 99% Poisson criterion 

(Arnold, 1980; Dittrich et al., 1999).  High power images, using the same sampling procedure as 

described above for neuron counting, were captured using a digital camera (Sony DKC 5000) 

attached to a transmitted light microscope.  An image analysis program (Scion Image, 

www.scioncorp.com) was then used to determine whether silver grain labeling over individual 
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cells exceeded a 99% confidence interval based on a Poisson distribution of background silver 

grain labeling (Arnold, 1980).  The total number of ZENK mRNA labeled cells counted was then 

divided by the total sampled volume to estimate the density of ZENK mRNA labeled cells in 

HVC and RA.  Visual inspection of HVC and RA of all birds indicated that cells labeled with 

silver grains were distributed evenly throughout both nuclei, the expected pattern in birds 

producing undirected song (Jarvis et. al., 1998).  Note that a gradient of ZENK mRNA labeling 

in RA of adult males would be expected had these birds been producing directed song (compare 

Jin and Clayton, 1997 and Jarvis et. al., 1998).     

ZENK immunolabeled cells were quantified using the same procedure described above 

for neuron counting, except immunoreactive nuclei were the unit of count.  Immunoreactive cells 

in HVC and RA varied somewhat in their staining intensity and I initially quantified cells as 

being either lightly or darkly stained, but experimental groups did not differ in the percentage of 

cells that were lightly vs. darkly stained. Therefore, I combined lightly and darkly stained cells 

into a single category (the same procedure used by Mello and Ribiero, 1998).  The total number 

of ZENK immunoreactive cells counted were then divided by the total sampled volume to 

estimate the density of ZENK immunoreactive cells in HVC and RA.   

Neuron density values were then divided by the density of ZENK mRNA and ZENK 

antibody labeled cells to determine the percentage of HVC and RA neurons that expressed 

ZENK mRNA and ZENK protein, respectively.  Since the percentage of HVC and RA neurons 

expressing ZENK mRNA per song bout did not differ as a function of stage of vocal 

development (ANOVA, F<1), I took the ratio of ZENK protein and mRNA values (percentage of 

antibody labeled cells / percentage of nucleotide labeled cells) to measure the relative efficiency 

of ZENK translation in HVC and RA at each stage of vocal development.  Data were analyzed 

using ANOVA followed by multiple comparison tests (Student-Newman-Keuls).  All analyses 

passed normality and equal variance tests.   

Experiment IC: Immunocytochemical measurement of singing-driven ZENK following 

premature induction of stereotyped vocal patterns.  The combined data from Experiments 1A 

and 1B revealed a positive correlation between ZENK immunoreactivity in RA and the 

development and maintenance of stereotyped song.  To further investigate this relationship, 

juvenile males (30 d/o) were given a sham surgery (n=4) or bilateral electrolytic lesions of 

lMAN (n=5) to induce a stereotyped vocal pattern prematurely (Bottjer et al., 1984).  Surgery 
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control birds producing subsong and age-matched lMAN lesion birds producing prematurely 

stereotyped song were compared for ZENK immunoreactive labeling in HVC and RA.   

In preparation for surgery, all birds were deeply anesthetized with equithesin and then 

placed in a stereotaxic instrument.  Bilateral electrolytic lesions of lMAN were made using the 

following stereotaxic coordinates:  AP = 3.6, ML = ±1.8, D = 2.7.  An insulated tungsten wire 

passed 0.1 mA of current to lMAN for 3 min.  Surgery control birds received identical treatment, 

save the placement of the lesioning electrode into lMAN.  Birds were returned to their home 

aviaries until 35 days of age, when they were removed and housed as described above.  At 41-46 

days of age, lMAN lesion and surgery control birds were recorded, perfused, and their brains 

sectioned on a vibrating microtome as described before.  Two series of sections from the caudal 

telencephalon were collected, one for ZENK immunocytochemistry (as described in Experiment 

1A) and a second series for thionin staining.  Sections from the rostral telencephalon were also 

collected and stained with thionin to confirm the accuracy of lMAN lesions.  Neuron density and 

ZENK immunocytochemical labeling in HVC and RA were measured as described in 

Experiment 2.  Because ZENK expression shows a linear relationship to number of song bouts 

(Jarvis and Nottebohm, 1997; Jarvis et al., 1998), I normalized the percentage of HVC and RA 

cells labeled with the ZENK antibody to the number of song bouts each bird produced during its 

final recording.  Data were analyzed for statistical significance using t-tests.  Non-singing lMAN 

lesion birds (n=2) demonstrated that lMAN lesions alone did not increase ZENK 

immunoreactivity in RA. 

  

Results 

 Experiment 1A revealed reduced ZENK immunoreactivity in RA of birds producing 

subsong relative to birds producing plastic song or adult song, (compare Figure 4A-C, pg 10).  

In contrast, similar levels of ZENK immunoreactivity were observed in HVC following subsong, 

plastic song, and adult song (see Figure 5A,C,D, pg 11).  To determine if the reduced ZENK 

immunoreactivity that I observed in RA of subsong birds coincided with a reduced number of 

cells expressing the ZENK transcript, I quantified both ZENK mRNA and ZENK protein 

expression in HVC and RA of individual birds that sang subsong, plastic song, or adult song in 

Experiment 1B. 
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Figure 6.  Post-transcriptional regulation of ZENK expression within RA, but not HVC, as a 
function of behavioral development.  (A,B) Percentages of HVC and RA cells labeled with 
antibody and nucleotide probe were expressed as ratios of ZENK protein / mRNA.  (A) Within HVC, 
similar percentages of cells expressing ZENK mRNA and ZENK protein were driven by song 
behavior at all stages of vocal development.  (B) In RA of birds singing subsong, the percentage of 
cells expressing ZENK protein was significantly lower than the percentage of cells expressing 
ZENK mRNA (see Fig. 6A,B), while birds singing plastic song and adult song had similar 
percentages of RA cells expressing ZENK mRNA and ZENK protein (see Fig. 6C,D and E,F).  (C) 
Juvenile birds were given bilateral IMAN lesions to induce stereotyped song behavior (see Fig. 2D).  
Compared to a non-lesioned control (ctl) group, such birds show no difference in song-driven ZENK 
immunoreactivity in HVC (see Fig 4A,B), but a significant increase in song-driven ZENK 
immunoreactivity in RA.  Histogram bars are means ± SEM. 

 

Singing induced ZENK mRNA and ZENK immunoreactivity in similar percentages of 

HVC cells, regardless of vocal development stage (see Figure 6A, pg 16).  Mean ZENK 

protein/mRNA ratios in HVC of birds singing subsong, plastic song, and adult song were not 

significantly different (F<1), indicating that song behavior drives ZENK mRNA transcription 

and subsequent ZENK protein translation in HVC cells at similar rates during subsong, plastic 

song, and adult song.  The higher percentage of HVC cells expressing ZENK protein compared 

to ZENK mRNA may be attributable to high efficiency translation or to differential stability of 

the molecules. 
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In contrast to the findings in HVC, subsong birds had a lower percentage of RA cells 

expressing ZENK immunoreactivity than ZENK mRNA (see Figure 6B, pg 16).  Mean ZENK 

protein/mRNA ratios in RA for birds singing subsong, plastic song, and adult song were 

significantly different (F(2,11)=7.06, p=0.01) and pairwise comparisons revealed that subsong 

birds had significantly lower ZENK protein/mRNA ratios than birds singing plastic song or adult 

song (subsong vs. plastic song, p=0.02; subsong vs. adult song, p=0.01).  ZENK protein/mRNA 

ratios did not differ between birds singing plastic song and adult song (p=0.39).  In other words, 

RA of birds singing plastic song and adult song showed similar numbers of cells expressing 

ZENK mRNA and protein (see Figure 7C,D and E,F, pg 18), whereas RA of subsong birds 

contained many cells expressing ZENK mRNA, but relatively few cells expressing ZENK 

protein (compare Figure 7A,B, pg 18).   

ZENK mRNA labeling in RA was further analyzed to determine whether the density of 

silver grains over labeled cells differed as a function of stage of vocal development.  This was 

done because although birds singing subsong, plastic song, and adult song did not differ in the 

overall percentage of ZENK mRNA labeled cells in RA (F<1), perhaps ZENK mRNA was less 

abundant in labeled cells of subsong birds.  Reduced levels of ZENK transcription in RA of 

subsong birds might account for the observed reduction in ZENK immunoreactivity.  Therefore, 

for each subject the total number of silver grains over labeled cells (minus background) was 

normalized to the number of song bouts produced during each bird’s final recording.   

Subsong, plastic song, and adult song differentially influenced the density of ZENK 

mRNA labeling in RA (F(2,11)=4.51, p=0.03), with birds producing subsong showing higher 

levels of ZENK mRNA per song bout than birds producing adult song (p=0.03, compare Figure 

7B,F, pg 18).  A similar trend was observed for plastic song vs. adult song (p=0.06).  Thus, birds 

producing subsong show reduced levels of ZENK immunoreactivity despite high levels of ZENK 

transcript per song bout.  Note that the ZENK mRNA data are consistent with previous reports 

that song-driven levels of the ZENK transcript in RA decline as birds progress through the stages 

of vocal development (Jin and Clayton, 1997; Jarvis et al., 1998). 
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Figure 7.  Example high-power photomicrographs show ZENK protein and ZENK mRNA 
labeling in RA during sub, plastic and adult song. Immunocytochemistry for ZENK protein 
produced labeling of cell nuclei (A,C,E), whereas autoradiographic labeling was used to detect cells 
expressing ZENK mRNA (arrows in B,D,F).  During subsong few RA cells show ZENK 
immunoreactivity (A), even though many RA cells show labeling for ZENK mRNA (B).  However, 
during the development and maintenance of stereotyped song (i.e., plastic song, adult song, refer 
to Fig 2.) comparable numbers of RA cells show ZENK immunoreactivity (C,E) and ZENK mRNA 

labeling (D,F).  Scale bar in (F) is 10 µm. 
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Since the behavioral transition from subsong to plastic song to adult song involves 

increasing levels of vocal stereotypy, the results of Experiment 1B suggest that ZENK protein                

expression within RA may be related to the development and maintenance of stereotyped song.   

However, another possibility involves the age of the bird.  On average, subsong birds are 

younger than those producing plastic song, so ZENK protein expression within RA could simply  

be regulated as a function of age.  To rule out this possibility, in Experiment 1C I gave juvenile 

birds a sham surgery or bilateral electrolytic lesions of lMAN to induce a stereotyped vocal 

pattern prematurely (Bottjer et al., 1984).   

Subsong-age birds with bilateral lMAN lesions produced prematurely stereotyped vocal 

patterns (see example in Figure 3D, pg 8), whereas all surgery control birds produced normal 

subsong (comparable to that seen in Figure 3A, pg 8).  Singing induced the ZENK protein in a 

similar percentage of HVC cells in lMAN lesion and surgery control birds (t=0.276, p=0.9, see 

Figure 6C, pg 16 and Figure 5A,B, pg 11).  However, the prematurely stereotyped song 

behavior of lMAN lesion birds was associated with significantly greater expression of ZENK 

protein within RA (t=3.21, p=0.01, see Figure 6C,  pg 16 and compare Figure 4A,D,  pg 10).   

 

Discussion 

During the emergence of stereotyped vocal behavior in juveniles through its maintenance 

in adults, I observed a correlated increase in singing-driven ZENK immunoreactivity in RA.  In 

contrast, ZENK immunoreactivity in HVC was present at similar levels regardless of stage of 

vocal development.  This led me to compare the expression levels of both ZENK mRNA and 

protein at different stages vocal development (subsong, plastic song, adult song).  This 

comparison revealed a robust induction of ZENK mRNA in HVC and RA, as well as ZENK 

immunoreactivity in HVC, at all developmental stages.  However, ZENK immunoreactivity in 

RA was low during subsong, increasing only as the song pattern crystallized.  The relationship 

between vocal stereotypy and ZENK protein expression was further tested by early induction of 

a stereotyped vocal pattern in juvenile birds.  Relative to age-matched subsong controls, lMAN-

lesioned juveniles showed dramatically increased ZENK immunoreactivity in RA, demonstrating 

that the relationship between behavioral development and ZENK protein expression in RA is 

independent of the age of the bird.  A striking implication of these data is that levels of ZENK 

protein in RA, but not HVC, change as a function of the form of vocal behavior (immature vs. 
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stereotyped), and not age.  Together, these findings reveal a previously unrecognized role for 

ZENK expression in the formation and maintenance of a mature song pattern, and suggest that 

lMAN input to RA may be involved in the post-transcriptional regulation of ZENK. 

 The ZENK mRNA and protein expression differences observed in RA during subsong 

may be due to a variety of post-transcriptional mechanisms including stability of ZENK mRNA, 

ZENK protein sequestration, or increased ZENK protein degradation.  In the case of mammalian 

ZENK, mRNA secondary structure appears to be an important post-transcriptional control.  For 

example, the 5′ noncoding regions of zif268 (Christy et al., 1988) and krox-24 (Lemaire et al., 

1990) have multiple initiation codons that are predicted to impart distinct secondary structure.  In 

other systems, these types of secondary structure differences are related to differences in protein 

expression levels (for review see Kozak, 1991).  Knowledge of the complete zebra finch ZENK 

mRNA sequence was necessary to determine structural features that may be involved in its post-

transcriptional control.  

Sequestration of ZENK as a post-transcriptional control is plausible as two repressor 

proteins have been identified (NAB1 and NAB2), both of which interact directly with the 

mammalian ZENK homologue, NGFI-A (Russo et al., 1995; Svaren et al., 1996).  NAB1 and 

NAB2 transcripts are expressed in both mammalian brain and peripheral tissues, and an 

interesting truncated splice variant of NAB1 is expressed exclusively in brain.  Several in vitro 

experiments have demonstrated the ability of NAB proteins to repress the transcriptional activity 

of NGFI-A through a direct protein-protein interaction (Svaren et al., 1996; Swirnoff et al., 1998; 

Qu et al., 1998).  Interaction between ZENK and proteins such as NAB1 may result in 

diminished epitope access, possibly contributing to the observed reduction of ZENK 

immunoreactivity in RA of subsong birds.  I have cloned a fragment of cDNA encoding zebra 

finch NAB1 (GenBank accession # AF219136) which will allow this hypothesis to be tested in 

the future.  

  While I have characterized the potential role of the ZENK protein in strictly behavioral 

terms, note that the development and maintenance of vocal stereotypy implies a role in processes 

of memory consolidation (Tischmeyer and Grimm, 1999).  Moreover, differential transcriptional 

vs. post-transcriptional control raises the possibility that motor-driven gene expression could 

function as an associative mechanism. 
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EXPERIMENT 2 

 

DEVELOPMENTAL REGULATION OF SINGING-INDUCED ZENK EXPRESSION BY 

NEURAL CONNECTIVITY AND AUDITORY INPUT 

 

 

To understand the behavioral relevance of singing-induced ZENK induction in songbirds, 

Experiments 1A and B examined ZENK expression in the vocal-motor circuit during song 

learning. While ZENK mRNA expression was reliably induced by undirected singing in 

juveniles and adults, ZENK protein expression in RA was specifically associated with song 

development. The weak expression of ZENK protein during early vocal learning suggests a 

fundamental regulatory mechanism for post-transcriptional ZENK inhibition as well as a 

negative relationship between ZENK protein expression and vocal variability. Further 

investigation of the developmental regulation of singing-induced ZENK protein translation may 

prove insightful towards understanding ZENK’s functional significance. 

 The results from Experiment 1C suggest a regulatory mechanism that may be involved in 

the inhibition of ZENK protein expression in RA during subsong, perhaps involving lMAN 

afferent input to RA.  Since lMAN synaptic input to RA is necessary for vocal variability, the 

loss of this input may release the post-transcriptional inhibition of ZENK expression in RA.  

However, since lMAN lesions also cause a premature stereotypy of vocal behavior it is also 

possible that the change in the vocal pattern is related to the increase in ZENK protein 

expression. In order to determine which factor is associated with increased ZENK protein 

expression in RA, lMAN input to RA vs. stereotyped vocal behavior, I have used unilateral 

lMAN lesions that partially deafferent RA, but do not alter vocal behavior. 

Another potential source of regulation could come from auditory feedback of song, as it 

is required for both song learning in juveniles and song maintenance in adults (note that both are 

also influenced by lMAN; Konishi, 1965; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992). Moreover, RA neurons 

show selective auditory responses to playback of the bird’s own song (Doupe and Konishi, 

1991).  If lMAN is involved in the expression of RA ZENK protein, then auditory feedback of 
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song may influence lMAN input to RA for the purposes of regulating ZENK protein expression. 

That is, the initiation of RA ZENK protein expression may be under the regulation of lMAN 

input, occurring only when the vocal output matches the auditory memory of the song template. 

In which case, ZENK induction potentially serves as (or at least is associated with) a song 

template matching mechanism in RA.  Such a role for lMAN is reinforced by data showing that 

lMAN synaptic input to RA is necessary for vocal variability, during song learning in juveniles 

(Bottjer et al., 1984; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991) and song deterioration in deafened adults 

(Brainard and Doupe, 2000). To test that hypothesis, I manipulated auditory feedback of song 

and then evaluating singing-induced ZENK mRNA and protein expression in RA. Note that, 

only hearing song (without singing) does not affect basal ZENK expression in song regions 

(Mello and Ribiero, 1998). 

 

Experimental Procedures 

Song behavior, in situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry. For these experiments 

(thanks to the FSU Neuroscience Engineering Personnel), song was recorded within a built-to-

order environmentally controlled chamber. Inside the chambers, birds were maintained a 14-hour 

photoperiod that began at 8 AM and roamed freely with ad libitum access to fresh SunSeed 

VitaFinch seed mix (Bowling Green, OH, www.sunseed.com) and local tap water 

(http://talgov.com/citytlh/utilities/water/).  Birds that were individually housed in these 

conditions were visually isolated, and unlike subjects in Experiment 1, acoustically isolated as 

well.  All birds spontaneously produced undirected singing (not intended for female courtship) 

shortly after the photoperiod began and this was quantified by digitally recording each song bout 

produced on a PC equipped with Avisoft Recorder and Avisoft SASlab software 

(www.avisoft.de).  Birds producing 30+ bouts of song in a 45-min. period of morning singing 

were immediately sacrificed and transcardially perfused with 20ml of diethyl pyrocarbonate-

treated, 0.02M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 60ml of ice-cold 4% 

paraformaldehyde in PBS. Extracted brains were post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hrs 

and the telencephalon of each bird was sectioned parasagitally at 20 µm on a vibrating 

microtome. As described in Experiment 1B, alternate serial sections were processed for ZENK 

immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridization and I took a ratio of ZENK protein and mRNA 

values (percentage of antibody labeled cells / percentage of nucleotide labeled cells) to measure 
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the relative efficiency of ZENK translation in HVC and RA after each manipulation. lMAN 

lesion data were evaluated with unpaired two-tailed t-tests and deafened groups data were 

analyzed with one-way ANOVA followed byBonferroni’s post-hoc test.   

  Experiment 2A: Developmental changes in singing-induced ZENK protein expression: 

behavioral stereotypy or neural connectivity? This experiment used unilateral lMAN-lesioned 

juvenile males (n=4). Birds were removed from their home aviary at 30 days of age, deeply 

anesthetized with equithesin and then placed in a stereotaxic instrument.  A insulated tungsten 

wire was used to pass a 0.1 mA of current to left or right lMAN for 3 min., using the following 

stereotaxic coordinates:  AP = 3.6, ML = ±1.8, D = 2.7.  Surgery control birds received identical 

treatment, save the placement of the lesioning electrode into lMAN.  Birds were returned to their 

home aviaries for recovery until 35 days of age, at which point they were removed, their song 

recorded, and then processed for ZENK in situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry.   

Experiment 2B: The role of auditory feedback in singing-induced ZENK protein 

expression.  Here male zebra finches were deafened to assess the role of auditory feedback of 

song on the expression of ZENK protein.  The deafening procedure followed a standard protocol.  

Male zebra finches were sedated with equithesin and an incision was
 
made in the membranous 

tissue forming the external covering of the middle to reveal the tympanic membrane. The 

tympanic membrane and columella were removed with forceps exposing the oval window, 

through which a
 
fine wire hook was inserted to extract the basilar papillae. Small plugs

 
of sterile 

gelfoam were placed into the inner ear cavity and the
 
incision was closed with veterinary 

adhesive. No auditory structures were removed in sham surgery controls.  Following surgery 

birds were allowed to recover while housed singly in a sound recording chamber. As stated 

previously, under these conditions birds were visually and acoustically isolated from other birds 

and spontaneously sang each morning.  Juvenile birds (n=8) were deafened at 35 days old, prior 

to the emergence of plastic song. Singing-induced ZENK mRNA and protein expression in 

juvenile birds was measured at either 65 days or 20 days post deafening, i.e. birds deafened at 35 

days old were either 100 (adult song stage) or 55 (plastic song stage) when processed for ZENK 

immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridization. Thus, the possible lack of ZENK protein 

expression in these birds would be attributed to the loss of auditory feedback, as singing in 

normal hearing birds at these ages induces robust ZENK protein expression in RA. Adult birds 
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were also deafened and processed in a similar manner, except they were allowed to recover for 1 

week after deafening before measuring ZENK induction. 

 

Results 

 Spectrogram analysis of song from birds with unilateral lMAN lesions did not reveal any 

structural anomalies when compared to song of lMAN-intact birds of the same age (i.e.  

unilateral lMAN lesion did not prematurely stereotype song).  Similar to the previous analysis of 

singing-induced ZENK, no differences were observed in the percentage of HVC and RA neurons 

expressing ZENK mRNA per song bout, therefore protein/mRNA ratios were compared to 

measure the efficacy of ZENK translation in HVC and RA. For HVC, there was no hemispheric 

difference in the mean ZENK protein/mRNA ratio (F <1), suggesting that singing induces 

comparable rates of ZENK transcription and subsequent translation in HVC.  However, in RA 

ipsilateral to the lMAN lesion, ZENK protein/mRNA ratios were significantly higher (t = 5.683, 

p = .0013).  That is, subsong-aged birds with unilateral lMAN lesions showed comparable levels 

of cells expressing ZENK mRNA in each RA, but the percentage of cells expressing ZENK 

protein was increased in the ipsilateral RA (see Figure 8, pg 25). These results demonstrate that 

lMAN activity, and not premature stereotypy of vocal behavior, is most likely responsible for the 

post-transcriptional inhibition of RA ZENK protein expression during early vocal learning. 

 To assess the role of auditory feedback in the developmental regulation of ZENK, birds 

were deafened as juveniles or adults prior to quantifying singing-induced ZENK expression in 

HVC and RA. In this manner, the effects of auditory feedback during vocal learning vs. after 

vocal learning could be evaluated. ZENK expression was measured in deafened adults, 7 days 

following surgery, and deafened juveniles, at two different developmental periods, either the 

plastic song stage (55 days old) or the adult song stage (100 days old).  Similar to previous 

reports of deafening in young songbirds, notably Konishi, (1965), deafening in juveniles 

impaired vocal learning.  Spectrogram analysis of song behavior that induced the measured 

expression of ZENK showed that juvenile-deafened birds sang aberrant songs.  Mean ZENK 

protein/mRNA ratios in HVC of deafened birds were not significantly different compared to the 

sham control adults. Thus, deafening had no effect on singing induced ZENK mRNA and protein 
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in HVC.  In RA, deafened birds had a lower percentage of RA cells expressing ZENK protein 

than ZENK mRNA. Mean ZENK protein/mRNA ratios in RA for deafened birds were 

significantly different (F(5,19) = 9.106, p = .0002).  Pairwise comparisons revealed that deafened 

juvenile birds (p < .01), juvenile-deafened adult birds (p < .001), and deafened adult birds (p < 

.01) all had significantly lower ZENK/protein ratios than normal hearing adults (see Figure 9, pg 

26).  These results support the hypothesis that ZENK protein expression in RA could function as 

a song template matching mechanism. 

Figure 8. Unilateral lMAN lesions cause an ipsilateral increase in RA singing-induced 
ZENK protein. Juvenile birds with unilateral lMAN lesions produced normal subsong and also 
showed an increase in RA ZENK immunoreactivity, but not HVC.  However, in RA ipsilateral to 
the lMAN lesion the percentage of cells expressing ZENK protein was lower than the percentage 
of cells expressing ZENK mRNA. Thus, the mean ratio of ZENK protein/mRNA was significantly 
higher in the partially deafferented RA. These results suggest that lMAN afferent input can serve 
as a regulatory mechanism that developmentally modulates functional expression of RA ZENK. 
Histogram bars are means ± SEM. 

 

However, after thoughtful consideration it, became apparent that deafening would not 

only disrupt auditory feedback to test the template matching hypothesis proposed here, but also 

would impair any contribution from the entire spectrum of acoustic context. This spectrum 

certainly includes auditory influence from others as well as feedback from oneself.  In order to 

rule out the possibility that the lack of ZENK expression in RA of deafened birds could be due to 

the confounding loss of influence from the concurrent vocalizing of other birds, ZENK 
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expression in adult birds was measured after singing in either of two contexts, solo or in the 

acoustic company of a counter singing adult.  Surprisingly, in birds that only heard their own 

song while singing, ZENK protein in RA was significantly decreased. That is, mean ZENK 

protein/mRNA ratios were higher in birds that were singing while paired with another male 

singer (t = 12.46, p= .0001; see Figure 10, pg 27).  For HVC, singing in either context induced 

ZENK mRNA and protein in a similar percentage of HVC cells (ns). These data suggest that the 

effects of deafening on singing-induced ZENK protein expression were not related to the 

auditory feedback of song as previously thought, but rather the influence of a competing auditory 

stimulus from another bird. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Deafening in juveniles and adults alters singing-induced ZENK protein in RA. Birds 
were deafened as juveniles and adults. For all deafened birds HVC showed no differences in 
singing-induced ZENK protein expression after deafening in comparison to a normal hearing adult.  
However in RA of all deafened birds the percentage of cells expressing ZENK protein was lower 
than the percentage of cells expressing ZENK mRNA.  As a result, mean ZENK protein/mRNA 
ratios for RA of plastic song birds and adult song birds that were deafened as juveniles, as well as 
adult deafened birds were all significantly decreased. Histogram bars are means ± SEM. 

 

 

Discussion 

In Experiment 1, I demonstrated that a considerable amount of ZENK mRNA expression 

(but not protein) is stimulated in RA after bouts of subsong.  The simplest inference was that 

activity-dependent mechanisms underlying ZENK transcription differed from mechanisms 

leading to ZENK translation.  However, the mechanism responsible for the post-transcriptional 

inhibition of ZENK during subsong was unclear, although data from bilaterally lMAN-lesioned 
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birds suggested involvement of lMAN input to RA, or perhaps the effects of premature 

behavioral stereotypy.  

 

Figure 10.  An unanticipated effect of acoustic social context on singing-induced ZENK.  An 
unanticipated effect of singing context was found in RA of normal hearing adult birds that sang 
either in solo or paired with another male singer.  Within RA the percentage of cells expressing 
ZENK protein was lower than the percentage of cells expressing ZENK mRNA in birds that sang 
solo. Consequently, the mean ZENK protein/mRNA ratio was significantly higher for birds that sang 
concurrently with a neighboring male.  Singing context had no effect on singing induced ZENK in 
HVC.  Histogram bars are means ± SEM. 

 

 

Experiment 2A, where subsong-aged birds received unilateral lMAN lesions, was 

designed to distinguish between these two alternatives.  These birds produced normal subsong, 

and after singing the RA with input from lMAN intact showed robust expression of ZENK 

mRNA and weak expression of ZENK protein, whereas the RA with lMAN lesioned showed 

robust expression of ZENK mRNA and ZENK protein. Thus, the RA with intact afferent input 

from lMAN served as a within-subjects control, consequently providing the strongest evidence 

yet for post-transcriptional regulation of singing-induced ZENK.   
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This result also clearly distinguishes the effects of vocal stereotypy vs. lMAN afferent 

input on singing-induced ZENK protein expression in RA.  Since juvenile birds with unilateral 

lMAN lesions produced a song that was variable in form, the consequent induction of robust 

ZENK protein expression in RA suggests that lMAN input to RA regulates the developmental 

changes in singing-induced ZENK protein, rather than vocal stereotypy.  It is therefore 

reasonable to speculate that lMAN activity normally inhibits RA ZENK protein translation 

during subsong.  

Considering the differential transcriptional vs. post-transcriptional regulation 

demonstrated here, RA ZENK protein expression is likely the result of an associative event, 

involving HVC activity (to drive ZENK transcription) and lMAN activity (to regulate ZENK 

translation), which eventually alters cellular functioning and (still hypothetically) effectuates 

learning in RA.  In this scenario, a successful learning episode is contingent upon specific 

facilitatory patterns of neural activity to RA from HVC and lMAN.  

However, the idea that ZENK protein expression in RA is an associative mechanism that 

contributes to vocal learning still leaves open the question, what exactly is being associated here? 

That is, what is different about singing subsong so that ZENK protein induction would be 

inhibited vs. singing during the latter phase of sensory-motor learning, or afterwards as an adult?  

To explain the gradual increase in ZENK protein expression during vocal learning, it was 

hypothesized that RA ZENK protein only emerges as auditory feedback of the vocal pattern 

become congruent with the previously memorized tutor song.  Because Experiment 2A 

demonstrated that lMAN input is involved in the regulation of RA ZENK protein, auditory 

feedback of song might influence lMAN input to RA for the purpose of regulating ZENK protein 

expression. The results from the deafening experiments, where juvenile male zebra finches were 

deafened by bilateral removal of the basilar papilla/organ of Corti complex, support this idea.  

Since previous research shows that deafening juvenile or adult birds does not influence 

singing-induced ZENK mRNA expression in RA and HVC (Jarvis and Nottebohm, 1997; Jarvis 

et al., 1998), the observation that hearing-impaired birds in this study also showed abundant 

ZENK mRNA expression in RA and HVC after singing was expected.  However, ZENK protein 

expression in RA was dependent on auditory feedback of song, as shown in deafened birds.  

Deafened juvenile birds that were unable to evaluate their vocal output showed weak induction 

of ZENK protein in RA following the production of plastic song.  Furthermore, juvenile 
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deafened birds that were allowed to grow to adulthood still showed much less ZENK protein 

expression in RA in response to singing.  Both groups sang abnormal songs typical of deafened 

birds.  A strong implication of these data is that the normal development of ZENK protein 

expression in RA is not simply a consequence of maturation.  Instead, RA ZENK protein 

expression may be necessary for vocal learning, signifying an integration of sensory and motor 

activity that matches the song template.  Interestingly, deafened adults also showed low ZENK 

protein expression in RA after singing, suggestive of a conserved role for ZENK in the 

maintenance of learned song.  Overall these results support the hypothesis that ZENK expression 

is associated with a song template matching mechanism in RA.  Still, before embracing this 

hypothesis, it was important to control for potential confounds associated with deafening, such as 

the unintentional negation of social acoustic interaction.  

Although hearing song alone will not alter basal ZENK protein expression in HVC or 

RA, previous studies in the zebra finch demonstrate that social context modifies singing-induced 

expression of ZENK mRNA (Jarvis et al., 1998), and that this social influence on ZENK 

transcription may involve a modulation of neural activity (Hessler and Doupe, 1999).  In the 

present study, consideration of the acoustic context in which birds produce song revealed no less 

of a surprising result.  Adult males that were in complete visual and acoustic isolation during 

singing did not show a ZENK protein response in RA, much unlike the birds used in Experiment 

1, where all singing occurred in visual but not acoustic seclusion. However, the RA ZENK 

response to singing was observed in birds that concurrently sang with a counter singing 

neighbor.  Unexpectedly, these results suggest quite a different interpretation of the effects of 

deafening.  ZENK protein induction in RA may not simply be associated with the motor act of 

singing, but rather hearing song while simultaneously singing. In this case, the lack of ZENK 

protein expression in deafened birds would be a result of an absent acoustic contingent (matched 

counter-singing), but not auditory feedback as previously suggested (see proposed model in 

Figure 11, pg 31).   

This new, surprising effect of social influence on singing-induced ZENK protein suggests 

several key functional implications of ZENK.  Most notably, the associative properties of ZENK 

protein may not include the bird’s own voice but rather that of neighboring males. Therefore, 

ZENK might function to filter the variety of competing auditory influences in a naturally 

enriched acoustic environment (zebra finches are colonial birds that live in large flocks).  
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Alternatively, perhaps this is a mechanism that defines the phase of auditory learning.  With the 

developmental increase in ZENK protein expression in RA, perhaps the song template becomes 

less susceptible to change. Birds are still capable of auditory learning during subsong (see 

Figure 1, pg 2),  and I show that singing in the presence of other birds during subsong induces 

low levels of ZENK protein expression in RA. In contrast, auditory learning is complete by the 

time birds reach plastic song, at which point singing in the presence of birds begins to induce 

ZENK protein in RA.   A suppression of ZENK protein in RA during specific periods of vocal 

development (i.e. plastic song or adult song) could be used to test this hypothesis.  Additionally, 

when taken in consideration with the results from the lMAN lesion study, these data suggest a 

decrease in lMAN activity during counter singing.  That is, while HVC drives expression of 

ZENK mRNA, the social context in which singing occurs (i.e. in the presence of other singing 

males or solo singing and female-directed song) would influence IMAN to either up or down 

regulate ZENK protein expression in RA. 
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Figure 11. Proposed Model for Behavioral Regulation of ZENK Expression in RA.  ZENK expression in RA is 
behaviorally regulated.  The model here proposes that all singing, regardless of form or context, induces ZENK 
mRNA in RA.  Up-regulation of ZENK mRNA in RA results from the active input of HVC.  In contrast, translation of 
ZENK protein in RA occurs after singing while simultaneously hearing other birds but only later in song development. 
The regulation of ZENK protein in RA expression is controlled by lMAN input. 
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EXPERIMENT 3 

 

CB1 CANNABINOID RECEPTOR ACTIVATION INHIBITS A NEURAL             

CORRELATE OF SONG RECOGNITION IN AN AUDITORY/PERCEPTUAL                         

REGION OF THE ZEBRA FINCH TELENCEPHALON 

 

Another major problem under study within the songbird research community is 

elucidation of neuronal mechanisms underlying changes in song perception. A molecular 

approach could lead to new insights, and research suggests ZENK expression in NCM may play 

a role. That is, novel song-stimuli can rapidly increase expression of ZENK mRNA and protein 

within NCM of the songbird auditory telencephalon. Moreover, repeated playback of a single 

song causes long-lasting habituation of neuronal responses, accompanied by an habituation of 

ZENK in NCM (Chew et al., 1995; Mello et al., 1995; Stripling et al., 1997).  The process of 

ZENK induction and subsequent habituation in NCM is regarded as evidence that the ZENK 

response to novel song “mediates changes in protein synthesis which underlie the establishment 

of a song memory” (Nottebohm, 1999). This would mean that the initial ZENK response to 

novel song could be necessary for the subsequent habituation of the ZENK response.  If not, then 

induction of ZENK in NCM is likely just a correlate of neuronal activation. Pharmacological 

manipulation of song-stimuli induced ZENK expression in NCM was used to test hypotheses. 

Using Northern blot analysis and RT-PCR, Soderstrom and Johnson (2000) found that 

the caudal telencephalon of the zebra finch, which includes Field L and NCM, shows robust 

expression of CB1 cannabinoid receptor mRNA. Telencephalic expression of CB1 has been 

observed in every vertebrate species studied to date, from an amphibian (Soderstrom, et al., 

2000) to humans (Herkenham, et al., 1990). These data  provide anatomical support for the 

widely-known effects of cannabinoid agonists on a variety of higher CNS functions, most 

notably cognitive performance and voluntary motor control (for reviews see Chaperon and 

Thiebot, 1999; Sullivan, 2000; Elphick and Egertova, 2001).  However, sites of action within the 

telencephalon, as well as underlying physiological mechanisms, remain to be established. 

Although, cannabinoid inhibition of neural activity in mammalian hippocampus appears to 
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contribute to cannabinoid impairment of cognitive processes related to short-term memory 

(Hampson and Deadwyler, 2000).   

Another mechanism by which cannabinoids could influence cognitive performance is by 

modulation of sensory and/or perceptual processes.  For example, CB1-mediated modulation of 

sensory input appears to be one mechanism by which cannabinoids inhibit behavioral and 

cellular responses to noxious stimulation; the cannabinoid agonist WIN55212-2 dose-

dependently suppresses pain-evoked electrophysiological activity and expression of the 

transcription factor c-fos within the rat spinal cord (Hohmann et al., 1995; Tsou et al., 1996).  

However, the possibility that telencephalic sensory or perceptual mechanisms related to memory 

and learning could be influenced by cannabinoids remained to be evaluated.   

In Experiment 3A, I show that cannabinoid administration has differential effects on 

sensory vs. perceptual ZENK expression in the songbird auditory telencephalon.  Since ZENK 

expression in NCM is correlated with experience-dependent changes in neuronal responsiveness 

to song playback and the fidelity of song learning by juveniles (Clayton, 1997; Bolhuis et al., 

2000; Clayton, 2000), this finding allowed me to test the possibility that cannabinoid 

administration could disrupt the acquisition of a neural correlate of song-related memory. In 

Experiment 3B, I evaluated the effects of cannabinoid inhibition on the ZENK habituation 

response in NCM.  

 

Experimental Procedures 

All birds (n=47) were >120 days old and housed in the same custom built equipment used 

in Experiment 2.  Twenty-four hours before the start of the experiment subjects were 

individually housed in a boxed compartment of clear acrylic plastic and plastic grating (53 x 27 x 

28 cm).  This enclosure was placed within a computer-operated environmental chamber.  Within 

this controlled setting, 24 hr ambient temperature was held at 26 ± 2° and an incandescent bulb 

(illuminance ~ 60 lx of 2250 °K light measured near the center of the chamber) maintained a 14-

hour photoperiod that began at 8 AM.  Birds inside the chamber roamed freely in acoustic and 

visual isolation with ad libitum access to fresh SunSeed VitaFinch seed mix (Bowling Green, 

OH, www.sunseed.com) and water.  The environmental chambers were fitted with speakers 

linked to a computer programmed to play a recording of a novel zebra finch song to induce 

expression of ZENK in the auditory telencephalon.   
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Experiment 3A: CB1 receptor activation differentially inhibits song-stimulus induced 

ZENK expression within NCM in sensory vs. perceptual regions of the songbird auditory 

telencephalon.  An established protocol (Mello and Ribeiro, 1998) was used to induce ZENK 

protein expression within zebra finch auditory telencephalon.  30 min. after injections, birds were 

exposed to playbacks of a digital recording of three different zebra finch song bouts (each bout 

lasted a total of five seconds) that were novel to the subjects in this study. Consecutive 

presentation of all three song bouts was followed by 45 seconds of silence.  This procedure (15 

seconds of song, 45 seconds of silence) was repeated 30 times.   

The cannabinoid agonist WIN55212-2 and antagonist SR141716A were used in this 

study.  WIN55212-2 was purchased from Tocris Cookson (Ellisville, MO, www.tocris.com) and 

SR141716A was provided by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (www.nida.nih.gov).  

Concentrated stocks of WIN55212-2 and SR141716A dissolved in DMSO were suspended for 

injection in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and Alkamulus EL-620 (DMSO:Alkamuls:PBS, 

1:1:18).  Naïve birds received injection of cannabinoid or vehicle into the pectoral muscle at 7:30 

AM, 30 min. before exposure to playback of the song-stimulus.  A WIN55212-2 dose-response 

experiment employed the following six dosage groups (n = 4 birds in each): 0.01 mg/kg, 0.03 

mg/kg, 0.1 mg/kg, 0.3 mg/kg, 1 mg/kg, 3 mg/kg.  To determine whether the inhibitory effect of 

WIN55212-2 on song-induced ZENK immunoreactivity in NCM was specific to CB1 receptor 

activation, birds (n = 3) received injections of the CB1-selective cannabinoid antagonist, 

SR141716A (3 mg/kg) followed 5 min. later by WIN55212-2 (1 mg/kg).  

To prepare for ZENK immunocytochemistry, birds were overdosed with 80 µl of equithesin and 

perfused with saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde ninety-minutes after initiating song 

playbacks.  After the brains were dissected and immersed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde, the 

left telencephalic hemisphere was blocked at its lateral edge and parasagitally sectioned (medial 

to lateral) at 30 µM on a vibrating microtome.  ZENK immunocytochemistry was performed 

using a standard protocol described in Experiment 1. All kits and reagents used for 

immunocytochemistry were purchased from Vector Laboratories (Burlingame, CA, 

www.vectorlabs.com).  Polyclonal Egr-1 C19 antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, www.scbt.com).  The specificity of this antibody’s interaction 

with zebra finch ZENK has been well established (Mello and Ribeiro, 1998; Kruse et al., 2000).   
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Figure 12.  Dose-dependent suppression of song-stimulus induced ZENK in NCM, with a 
CB1 agonist. Line graph shows a dose-dependent suppression of ZENK induction by 
intramuscular injections of the CB1 receptor agonist WIN55212-2.  Maximal inhibition = 77% at 3 

mg/kg WIN (IC50 = 0.55 ± 0.03 mg/kg).  WIN55212-2 significantly inhibited ZENK expression in 
both 1 mg/kg and 3 mg/kg dosage groups (**p < 0.001, SNK).  Data points are mean ± SEM. 

 

Data analyses and statistical procedures were performed using PC software Prism 

GraphPad (San Diego, CA, www.graphpad.com) and Microsoft Excel 2002 

(www.microsoft.com/excel).  All quantification procedures on individual birds were completed 

without knowledge of experimental group.  The density of ZENK immunolabeled cells was 

measured using procedures established in Experiment 1.   Briefly, immunoreactive nuclei within 

NCM and Field L were the unit of count within a high power grid defined by a 60X objective 

(volume = 0.0023 mm
3
).  Like Mello and Ribeiro (1998), an inclusive counting criterion was 

used (all lightly and darkly stained cells were counted).  For each bird, three randomly selected 

high power fields were counted per NCM and Field L in four different tissue sections.  The 

density of ZENK labeled cells was defined as the total number of immunoreactive cells counted 

divided by the volume of the 12 grids.  Parasagittal sections of the caudal telencephalon > 0.15 

mm from midline were used to quantify ZENK induction in NCM.  Previous studies show that in 

this region robust uniform levels of song-induced ZENK expression occur within clearly defined 

boundaries of NCM (Mello and Clayton, 1994; Mello and Ribeiro, 1998).  Caudomedial sections 
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1.4 mm from midline were used to quantify ZENK immunoreactive nuclei within the Field L 

complex.  Each Field L subdivision (L1, L2, L3) was individually quantified. 

ZENK expression data are reported as percent of induction relative to control 
+ 

SEM.  

Non-linear regression analysis was performed on dose-response data from ZENK 

immunocytochemistry assays.  A one-way ANOVA and Student-Neuman-Keuls (SNK) post hoc 

analysis was used to test for between group differences in the density of ZENK protein 

expression in NCM for WIN55212-2 dose groups and habituation treatment groups. Single dose 

experiments were evaluated with unpaired two-tailed t-tests.   

 Experiment 3B: Does the ZENK response habituate if the initial ZENK response to a 

novel stimulus is blocked? After the dose-response experiment, I tested whether cannabinoid 

treatment would disrupt the ZENK habituation response to repeated presentation of the same 

song. On two consecutive mornings, adult male birds received a single i.m. injection of 

WIN55212-2 (n=5) or vehicle (n=5) and 30 min. later were exposed to a conspecific song-

stimulus. On the third and final morning of exposure to the song-stimulus, all birds were injected 

with vehicle and subsequently processed for ZENK immunocytochemistry.  A third group of 

control birds (n=5) received one exposure to the song-stimulus after injection of vehicle and 

were then prepared for immunolabeling of ZENK. 
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Figure 13.  Field L ZENK induction is not suppressed after administration of a CB1 
agonist.  ZENK expression in Field L1 and L3, induced by playback of a novel 
conspecific song, is not influenced by intramuscular injections of the CB1 receptor 
agonist WIN55212-2.  Data points are mean ± SEM. 
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Figure 14.  Example photomicrographs of ZENK immunoreactivity in NCM and the Field L 
complex.  The inhibitory effects of WIN55212-2 on song-stimulus induced ZENK expression are 
specific to NCM.  Treatment with WIN55212-2 alone (1mg/kg) had no effect on ZENK expression 
(A-D).  Compared to the levels of ZENK expression induced by playback of a novel conspecific 
song in vehicle-treated birds (E-H), treatment with WIN55212-2 (I-L) specifically inhibited ZENK 
expression in NCM.  Co-administration of the CB1 antagonist SR141716A (M-P) reversed the 
inhibitory effects of WIN55212-2 on ZENK expression in NCM, demonstrating specific involvement 
of the CB1 receptor.  ZENK immunolabeling was never observed in Field L2 (D,H,L,P).  Examples 
of ZENK immunolabeled cell nuclei are indicated with arrowheads in panel (I).  All 
photomicrographs were taken with a Sony DKC-5000 digital camera and imported into Adobe 
Photoshop 4.0.  Scale bar in (I) = 60µm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Results 
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Treatment with the cannabinoid agonist WIN55212-2 reduced novel-song-induced ZENK 

immun

ical labeling. 

Birds t

ion of the ZENK response following 

three c

ocytochemical labeling in NCM in a dose-dependent manner (F(5,26) = 18.38; p < 0.0001; 

see Figure 12, pg 35).  Post-hoc comparisons showed that the density of ZENK-expressing cells 

in NCM following novel song presentation was significantly reduced in birds that received 1 

mg/kg of WIN55212-2 (p < 0.001) and 3 mg/kg of WIN55212-2 (p < 0.001).  In contrast, 

increasing dosages of WIN55212-2 did not alter the density of ZENK-expressing cells that were 

induced by song-stimulus playbacks in Field L1 and L3 (see Figure 13, pg 36), indicating that 

the effects of WIN55212-2 treatment were specific to NCM.  Playbacks of the song-stimulus 

never induced ZENK protein expression within Field L2 (see Figure 14, pg 37).   

WIN55212-2 treatment alone had no effect on ZENK immunocytochem

reated with WIN55212-2 or vehicle, but not exposed to song playbacks, showed similar 

low levels of ZENK protein expression in Field L and NCM (see Figure 14, pg 37).  However, 

injections of WIN55212-2 at 1 mg/kg produced a 61% reduction in the number of song-

stimulated ZENK labeled cells in NCM (t = 6.35; p < 0.0001; see Figure 14, pg 37 and Figure 

15, pg 39).  WIN55212-2 suppression of ZENK labeling in NCM was reversed with the CB1-

specific antagonist SR141716A at 3 mg/kg (see fig 4, t =  9.81; p < 0.0002).  Antagonist reversal 

was to levels indistinguishable from vehicle controls.  Cannabinoid effects on ZENK labeling 

were specific to NCM; within regions involved in primary sensory processing (Field L1 and L3), 

densities of ZENK labeled cells did not vary as a function of SR141716A and/or WIN55212-2 

treatment (see Figure 14, pg 37 and Figure 15, pg 39).    

 WIN55212-2 treatment also blocked the habituat

onsecutive days of exposure to song-stimuli (F(3,14) = 22.81; p < 0.0001; see Figure 16, pg 

41 and Figure 17, pg 42).  The density of ZENK labeled cells in NCM of birds treated with 

WIN55212-2 on the first two days of song exposure and vehicle on the third day was 

significantly higher than that of birds who received vehicle injections on all three days of song 

exposure (p < 0.001), whereas the ZENK response in birds treated with WIN55212-2 during the 

habituation protocol did not differ from that of birds given vehicle and exposed to a single 

presentation of novel song (see Figure 16, pg 41 and Figure 17, pg 42).  For all groups, there 

were no differences in ZENK expression in Field L. 
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Figure 15.  Inhibition of song stimulus induced ZENK immunoreactivity in NCM is reversed 
with the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A.  (A) The 61% reduction in ZENK 

 

iscussion 

indings indicate that activation of CB1 cannabinoid receptors selectively modulates 

neural 

ecific inhibition of song-induced ZENK expression likely involved 

reduced

immunoreactivity in NCM of birds treated with 1 mg/kg of WIN55212-2 (**p < 0.001, SNK) was 
completely reversed with 3 mg/kg of SR141716A, demonstrating that the inhibitory effects of 
WIN55212-2 treatment on ZENK immunoreactivity are due to specific activation of the CB1 
cannabinoid receptor.  (B) Song-stimulus induced ZENK immunoreactivity in Field L1 and L3 of 
birds treated with both SR141716A and WIN55212-2, was comparable to ZENK immunoreactivity 
in Field L of birds treated with WIN55212-2 alone as well as vehicle controls.  Histogram bars are 
means + SEM. 

D

The f

activity associated with auditory perception and recognition memory.  Cannabinoid 

administration inhibited song-induced ZENK expression in an auditory region for song 

perception (NCM), but had no effect on song-induced ZENK expression in the primary auditory 

area Field L.  This selective modulation of ZENK expression in NCM was dose-dependent and 

reversible with the CB1-selective antagonist, SR141716A, implicating CB1 cannabinoid receptor 

involvement.  Moreover, habituation of the ZENK response in NCM to repeated presentation of 

the same song, a neural correlate of recognition memory, was blocked by administration of 

WIN55212-2.  This latter finding suggests that the mechanisms responsible for ZENK 

habituation lie downstream from the initial ZENK response that is activated when novel song is 

heard for the first time. 

Brain region-sp

 neuronal activity within NCM caused by CB1 receptor activation.  Increasing evidence 

suggests that CB1 receptor-effected reductions in neuronal activity may involve inhibition of 
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presynaptic calcium channels, leading ultimately to decreased neurotransmitter release (Sullivan, 

2000; Elphick and Egertova, 2001).  Recent evidence further suggests that endogenous 

cannabinoid compounds function as retrograde signaling molecules.  Released postsynaptically, 

these endogenous cannabinoids are implicated in inhibition of presynaptic transmitter release, 

which can lead either to a suppression of inhibition (e.g., GABAergic synapses) or a suppression 

of excitation (e.g., glutaminergic synapses; Ohno-Shosaku et al., 2001; Wilson and Nicoll, 2001; 

Kreitzer and Regehr, 2001a,b).   

Because the ZENK response in NCM is activity dependent (Mello et al., 1992; Mello and 

Clayton

 

e that cannabinoids impair memory acquisition in mammals 

by sup

, 1994), a selective CB1 receptor-mediated suppression of excitation within NCM, but 

not Field L, is the most parsimonious explanation for these results.  If so, regional differences in 

the expression of CB1 in the neostriatum are a potential mechanism for such selectivity.  

Preliminary results of the distribution pattern of CB1 protein in the zebra finch CNS suggests 

differences in expression levels within the auditory telencephalon, that is high within Field L and 

lower in NCM. 

A number of studies indicat

pressing excitation in the hippocampus. One consequence of which is that hippocampal 

neural activity remains below levels required for long-term potentiation (LTP; Terranova et al., 

1995; Stella et al., 1997; Sullivan; 2000; Hampson and Deadwyler, 2000).  Activation of CB1 

receptors impairs LTP via inhibition of presynaptic calcium channels, thereby reducing 

excitatory neurotransmitter release below levels that are required to remove the magnesium 

block from postsynaptic NMDA receptors (Misner and Sullivan, 1999; Sullivan, 1999; Hoffman 

and Lupica, 2000).  However, this view has been complicated recently by the observation that 

antagonism of CB1 receptors (by administration of SR141716A) can also inhibit LTP (Wilson 

and Nicoll, 2001).  This effect appears to occur via blockade of an endogenous cannabinoid-

induced suppression of GABA-ergic inhibition that normally contributes to the formation of LTP 

(Wilson and Nicoll, 2002).  Thus, it appears that within the mammalian hippocampus, 

cannabinoids can be involved in the suppression of both excitation and inhibition with the 

location and timing of endogenous cannabinoid release being a key factor in determining the 

outcome on neuronal depolarization necessary for LTP. 
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Consistent with the inhibitory effects of cannabinoids on LTP and memory formation in 

the mammalian hippocampus, the present findings provide experimental support for the 

hypothesis that the habituation of ZENK expression in NCM following repeated exposure to the 

same song reflects the formation of an auditory memory (see review in Clayton, 2000).  By using 

cannabinoid treatment to inhibit ZENK expression in NCM during two consecutive days of song 

exposure, I subsequently observed a “novel-like” ZENK response in NCM when birds were 

given vehicle and exposed to the song on a third day (see Figure 16, pg 41 and Figure 17C, pg 

42).  The data suggest that the mechanisms which underlie the habituation of the ZENK response 

in NCM depend on the activation of ZENK-mediated transcription when a song is heard for the 

first time.   Thus, ZENK induction within NCM in response to singing may mediate neuronal 

changes specifically related to song perception and memory in songbirds. 
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Figure 16.  WIN55212-2 treatment blocks the normal habituation of the ZENK response in 
NCM to repeated presentation of the same song.  While birds treated with vehicle and exposed 
to the same song-stimulus on three consecutive days showed a marked 53% reduction in the 
density of ZENK immunoreactive cells in NCM, birds treated with WIN55212-2 on the first two days 
of song exposure and vehicle on the third day of song exposure (black bar) showed a ZENK 
response in NCM that was comparable to the ‘novelty’ response seen in vehicle-treated birds that 
received only one day of song exposure.  Histogram bars are means + SEM. 
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Figure 17. 3D models of NCM show that disruption of the initial ZENK response to novel 
song can alter ZENK habituation to repeated presentations of song. 3D reconstructions of 
song-stimulus induced ZENK expression (red dots) in the caudal neostriatum (A, B, C) were made 
using a Leica DMRB transmitted light microscope, equipped with a MAC 2000 motorized stage and 
Optronics Microfire digital camera interfaced with the MicroBrightfield Neurolucida software. (A) 

hows the initial ZENK response to novel song-stimuli.  In (B) the ZENK response is habituated 
fter 2 preliminary days of song-stimulus exposure.  (C) Shows that habituation of ZENK did not 
ccur in a bird treated with a cannabinoid during preliminary exposure to the song-stimulus. NCM’s 
ENK expression in WIN55212-2 treated birds was comparable to that of non-treated birds 
xposed to a presentation of the novel song-stimulus (compare A and C). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 The research herein contributes to our understanding of relationships and interactions 

between environment, behavior, development, and gene expression.  This major goal is 

important for a better appreciation of the comp x interplay between nature and nurture in the 

determination of behavior. Here I attempted bine learning concepts with genomic 

mechanisms to gain an integrated understanding of behavioral and neural plasticity in songbirds. 

The first results from Experiment 1 fou ion of ZENK protein, but not mRNA, 

only within RA of subsong birds, suggesting ost-transcriptional inhibition of ZENK during 

could be linked to stimulus events (the auditory signals 

driven 

isolation also showed low ZENK protein expression in RA.  This surprise changed my 

 

 

le

 to com

nd reduced induct

p

subsong and a negative relationship between ZENK protein in RA expression and vocal 

maturity. Specifically, these findings suggest ZENK protein may be regulated for vocal learning, 

but also suggest a novel general association between post-transcriptional regulation of gene 

expression and cognitive development. 

Also, Experiment 1 suggested regulatory mechanisms for inhibition of ZENK protein 

expression in RA during subsong that involved either lMAN afferent input to RA or vocal form. 

I subsequently demonstrated that unilateral lMAN lesions, which do not alter behavior, cause an 

increase in ipsilateral ZENK protein expression in RA.  These findings implicate lMAN activity 

in an associative mechanism for the sensory-motor integration underlying vocal practice.  In a 

more general context, these data suggest that behavioral events (singing driven by HVC in this 

case) to induce transcriptional activity 

by lMAN) with the ability to regulate post-transcriptional processes. Moreover, these 

results suggest a critical function for ZENK in mediating the effects of synaptic integration.  

Initially, Experiment 2 suggested that auditory feedback during and after vocal learning is 

important for regulating ZENK protein in RA. That is, deafened juveniles and deafened adults 

also showed low ZENK protein expression in RA after singing.  Thus these results were thought 

to support the hypothesis that ZENK expression is associated with a song template matching 

mechanism in RA. However control birds that were not deaf but sang in complete auditory 
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interpretation of the deafening experiment, so that the lack ZENK protein in RA was likely the 

result of hearing another singing male, rather than not hearing oneself. In other words, ZENK 

protein

 

 

 

 in RA was not simply associated with the motor act of singing, but rather hearing song 

while simultaneously singing.  This finding suggests that ZENK may not be mediating the effects 

of synaptic integration between a bird’s song template and auditory feedback of vocal practice.  

Instead ZENK protein expression may be necessary to segregate a variety of competing auditory 

influences.   

Finally in Experiment 3 I show that habituation of the ZENK response in NCM (a neural 

correlate of recognition memory) was blocked by administration of cannabinoids during the first 

presentation of a repeated song-stimulus.  These are the first experimental data to support the 

hypothesis that habituation of ZENK expression in NCM following repeated exposure to the 

same song could reflect the formation of an auditory memory.  Thus, ZENK induction in 

response to hearing song may mediate neuronal changes specifically related to song perception 

and memory. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

 

It has been a little over 5 years since I first started this journey. Back in 1998, I was 

completing a Masters program in psychology.  Later that same year I was awarded a Predoctoral 

Fellowship from the American Psychological ssociation Minority Fellowship Program and 

began studying neuroscience toward earning a P .D.  In the essay I submitted for the fellowship 

award, with somewhat naïve but sincere optimism, I wrote about my love of hunting for 

scientific answers to questions about behavior, ollecting and analyzing data, and putting the 

result into a meaningful framework.  No doubt, was going to figure out how the brain governs 

behavior!  However, in the final s ation, I realize my perspective of 

ehavior and the brain have grown a bit more complex.  For example, in doing research at FSU I 

persona

in the field.  

A

h

 c

I 

tages of completing my dissert

b

lly discovered how experience and behavior itself can influence the brain. Indeed any 

attempt toward understanding the interaction between various neurobiological mechanisms and 

their dynamic environmental constraints requires a lifetime of perseverance.  But I have found 

that it is not too difficult for me to find reward in the painstaking process of scientific 

understanding and discovery. 

Both humans and songbirds learn to produce sounds for communication. My research 

addresses how a gene named ZENK may influence vocal learning in songbirds. This amounts to 

a culmination of research projects, drawing on recombinant DNA technology and other 

molecular and histological techniques (i.e. PCR, in situ hybridization, immunocytochemistry). 

After demanding work and wise guidance from my thesis advisor and mentor Frank Johnson, I 

have regularly published my data and presented much of my work at national meetings of the 

Society for Neuroscience as well as regional meetings of the songbird community. This allowed 

me to network with songbird neurobiologists from around the world and brought me a few steps 

closer to developing my niche 

I believe my qualifications and potential for research are excellent. My scholarly 

accomplishments thus far include several poster presentations, and 3 manuscript publications 

(two first authorships), with two more manuscripts in preparation.  In addition, I cloned and later 
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published a novel songbird gene in GenBank, the NIH genetic sequence database.  I have worked 

hard to demonstrate discipline when conducting research and even harder to articulate my ideas 

clearly with self-assurance and humility.  

 For my post-doctoral training, I hope to build and expand upon my Ph.D. research in 

songbirds by working with Erich Jarvis at Duke University.  I am interested in neural 

mechanisms of memory and behavioral plasticity.  As vocal learners, songbirds show remarkable 

neural 

ab also specializes in the use of molecular genetic 

and behavioral plasticity, between as well as within species.  I hope to make new 

discoveries of the molecular genetic pathways and environmental interactions involved in the 

acquisition and imitation of song, using an integrative approach that combines behavioral, 

anatomical, and molecular techniques. Erich Jarvis is a young Rockefeller-trained neuroscientist 

who is well known for his work on the evolution of brain structures for vocal learning in avian 

species and avian neuroanatomy.  His l

techniques for studying brain activity associated with the production of learned vocalizations. At 

Duke, the Jarvis lab is part of a distinguished songbird research group that includes the labs of 

Richard Mooney and Steve Nowicki. I admit I have high hopes about my life post-FSU, and the 

most endearing of them being the establishment of my own lab. 

Thank you Frank Johnson my advisor and mentor, the rest of my dissertation committee 

and the APA-MFP for their support, all of whom have helped me to envision my future as a 

successful songbird neurobiologist.  
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